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Order No. 04

16.04.2020

APP, Syed Aamir Shah for the state

present. Representative of the accused,Wajid Khan 

present and requested for some time to produce Mst.

Baran Bibi mother of deceased as well as to fulfil the

other conditions of the compromise regarding shares

of minors. Time granted. Case file be put up for

further proceedings on 30.04.2020.

(ASGHAR SHAH)
Sessions Judge, Orakzai 

at Baber MelaOrder No. 05
30.04.2020

APP, Syed Aamir Shah for the state

present. Israf Ullah husband of deceased Mst. Shada 

Bibi present and requested for fixation of case for

05.05.2020 in order to produce Mst. Baran Bibi
/

mother of deceased as well as to fulfil the other

conditions of the compromise regarding shares of

minors. Time granted. Notice also be issued to Mst.

Baran Bibi with the directions to the SHO concerned f-
to personally serve the Baran Bibi and produce her

in the court on the date fixed as 05.05.2020.

(ASGHAfe SHAH)
Sessions Judge, Orakzai 

at Baber Mela
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Order No. 06

05.05.2020

DPP, Umar Niaz for the state present. Mst. Mano alias

Baran Bibi, mother of deceased Mst Shada Bibi produced by

Aftab Ahmad ASI of PS Kalaya Lower Orakzai along with her

grandson Mohsin Ali. The mother of deceased by recording her

statement denied to have affected any sort of compromise with

the accused party. The lady was identified by her grandson

Mohsin Ali as well as by Aftab Ahmad ASI. Mr. Israfullah, the

husband of the deceased, who was present on the last date is

absent today. Separate report regarding compromise proceedings 

be sent to the High Court along with original file of compromise
r

proceedings containing order sheets, compromise affidavits,

statements of legal heirs of deceased along with copy of Judicial

record whereas, the photocopy of the compromise proceedings be
■v.

*
detained in soft and hard form in the record room whil^:,original

ijudicial record be returned to the trial court of ASJ-I, Orakzai for 

the purpose of trial. a'/^ t.
(ASdHAR SHAH)

Sessions Judge, Orakzai 
at Baber Mela
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